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ALRIGHT
HERE
WE GO!
WHY AM I WRITING THIS?
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Probably the question I get asked the most

Ultimately, I want you both to be comfortable

is what the heck am I supposed to wear? So

and be yourselves.Don’t feel like if you don’t

don’t worry you are not alone. I know it can

follow these guidelines your photos are gonna

feel like an uphill battle when trying to pick

suck. The most important thing is to feel

the perfect ensemble.But rest assured, I am

comfortable and be presented in a way you

here to help!

would normally dress, being true to you.

I have put together a few guidelines to make

Do you need to go shopping for that new dress?

sure you both look your absolute best, while

No. I actually recommend going in the opposite

still making sure the images are focused on

direction. Bring something you already have,

your guys’ love, not what you’re wearing. Now

that you love and feel yourself in. Plus, guys

I am not saying I am fashion forward straight

usually are not down to wear nice button up

out of GQ or anything. But this is just what

dress shirts with slacks when they are used to

I’ve found to work best from trial and error

wearing jeans and a flannel. He will be way

from past shoots, they’re only guidelines, not

more happy if you don’t force an outfit he

rules!

thinks is weird.
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OH YEA GIVE ME THOSE OPTIONS!
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OPTIONS!
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M A K I + R YA N

GOVERNMENT COVE

Government Cove is one of my favorite places to
shoot in the gorge. It’s located about 40 minutes
outside of Potland oregon. It offers stunning
views and a ton of variety!

Having options is your best friend. It helps make sure your photos look the
best, I will mix and match ideas you send me. Usually couples send me their
options via text message. I will make sure what we pick out is not only going
to compliment the location. But also make sure the focus is on you, without
any distractions. Yes, clothes believe it or not can be a huge distraction.
Feel free to bring more than one outfit if you would like. Most locations
don’t have a bathroom nearby so you would likely have to change in the car.
If this makes you both uncomfortable. Totally okay! Just rock one outfit!
Just try to send me a few photos of outfit options, accessories, jackets etc...
and we can lock it in beforehand.
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SALIMA+STEVEN

SHORT BEACH

Short beach is amazing beach spot! One because
there is hardly anyone ever there and like
Government Cove it offers a ton of variety.

ENVIRONMENT
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K NOW YOU R E N V I RON M E N T !

Including a large rock off the coast like cannon
beach. and a waterfall!

This is a big one and sometimes can get overlooked. If we are going to be
at a location where hiking may be involved or we are on a lot of uneven
terrain, bring shoes that would support this. If we are going to be on the
coast, wear something lighter and that you don’t mind getting sand in, or
just go barefoot! :)
If its more likely going to be cold and cloudy, bring more layers, warmer
clothes and boots. If its going to be super hot, bring an outfit that is light
and breathable. I am assuming you don’t want sweaty foreheads in photos.
Wearing heels in most locations is a bad idea. Mainly Because you both will
be moving quite a bit. Think nice, but comfortable.
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MOVEMENT
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Make sure the clothes you pick out are broken

Bonus tip. If you have any clothing or accessories

in and the material is comfortable. A brand

that catch the wind rock it! This adds another

new pair of jeans always looks nice, but they

layer of movement to the photograph and it

are usually stiff and tight. This can leave you

looks awesome!! Only thing to stay away from

feeling the same way and distracted on the

is shorter cut dresses. If you do want to wear a

shoot. I want you both to be able to move

dress, make sure it goes down to your ankles.

freely and enjoy yourselves!

A L R IG H T I T S T I M E T O G E T YO U MOV I NG !
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COLORS
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TAY L O R + C H R I S

HORSETHIEF BUTTE

Horsetheif Butte is located about an hour and
half outside of portland just past hood river. It

GIVE ME ALL THE COLORS!

is an amazing private location perfect for an
engagmenet session.

Do not match! I know it sounds counter intuitive, but trust me. Usually
neutral colors work best. Now I am not saying you are limited to greys,whites
and blacks. Think about less of a poppy color. Think earthy tones. Instead
of a regular yellow, go for a mustard yellow. Instead of a sky blue think
more of a midnight blue.
Generally stay away from bright, distracting colors. When the light hits a
bright color and reflects on your skin, it can cause your skin tone to look
slightly off. If you are still unsure on colors refer back to my Pinterest board
or message me.
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PAT T E R N S
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When it comes to patterns you want to avoid

Also patterns usually work best with locations

anything that is big, loud or crazy. Reason

on the coast. I wouldn’t recommend wearing a

being is it will take the attention away from

pattern in an urban setting or out in the gorge.

your faces. Think about something more

I would stick with solid colors in this case. A

subtle. My general rule with patterns is only

great option for him could be a flannel or dotted

one can wear a pattern, not both. It offers a

dress shirt. For her a nice long floral print dress

nice contrast between you both without being

works nice.

distracting.

PAT T E R N S N O T P L A I D .
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SALIMA+STEVEN

SHORT BEACH

ACCESSORIES
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Short beach is amazing beach spot! One because
there is hardly anyone ever there and like
Government Cove it offers a ton of variety.

ACCESSORIES

Including a large rock off the coast like cannon
beach. and a waterfall!

It’s always nice to pair jewelry or maybe a hat to an outfit. If you have a
blanket and we are on the coast, bring it! It makes everything more dynamic
and can give you a wider variety of shots. You want to avoid wearing a
watch as its distracting when trying to get close up shots.
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AND THATS A WRAP!

Hopefully this guide helped provide more clarity and direction on what to
wear. But just remember its only a GUIDE, they are not RULES. This is
LETS GO SHOOT!

just what I have found works and looks the best when shooting. Keeping
the attention on your faces and not on your clothes.

If you are still freaking out over what to wear, message me! Send me
ideas! That’s what I am here for. At the end of the day wear something
you are comfortable in and is true to YOU! Those jeans you wore for a
week straight, awesome! The top you wear every time you are out on the
town, perfect! Be YOU and your photos will be magic!
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2019 WEDDING COLLECTION PRICING

LETS ROLL!

If you have any other questions you know where to get at me.

P | (360) 521-0268

E | letschat@kilenmurphy.com

I | @kilenmurphy

W | www.kilenmurphy.com
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